INDIGENOUS FILM+ ONLINE+

Listing prepared by Indigenous Media Initiatives

June 28-July 20, 2023

For the details go to ICT News online https://ictnews.org/lifestyle/indigenous-film-online-june-27

TV Broadcast and Streaming

Reservation Dogs
Spirit Rangers
Little Bird
PBS Short Film Festival
ICT News
Jackson Wild “Indigenous Stories” Online
DCEFF “Indigenous Voices” Online

FILMS and FESTIVALS Online
National Film Board of Canada Indigenous Cinema Online
Tribeca Festival Online
Frameline47: This Place Online in CA
Doc Edge. Online In Aotearoa
Jackson Wild Indigenous Stories
DCEFF Indigenous Voices

FILMS and FESTIVALS In-person

MoCNA Imagining the Indian in Santa Fe
Indigenous Film & Arts Festival Oyate in Denver
Weengushk International Film Festival on Manitoulin Island, Ontario

NATIVE CREATIVITY Theater, A Gathering, Poetry Workshop

Artists Repertory Theatre and The Public Theater
Abrons Art Center "Kinstillatory Mappings in Light and Dark Matter"
Poets House: "re/Vision with Joan Naviyuk Kane"

EXHIBITIONS

Heard Museum: "Substance of Stars" in Phoenix
MoCNA: "Rick Rivet: Journeys, Mounds and the Metaphysical" in Santa Fe
First Americans Museum: "200 Yeas of the Doctrine of Discovery" in Oklahoma City
NYU: “KUKULU: Pillars Standing Together” in New York
and More Contemporary Exhibitions

TALKING ABOUT
Film, Art, Fashion, Activism
In-person, Online

AWARDS AND HONORS
Peabody Awards Nominations
BAVC MediaMaker Fellowship
Film Independent Doc Labs Fellowship
Sundance Institute Fellows and Projects
Mendecino Film Festival
deadCenter Film Festival
The Julia Child Award